In the study of induced representations the following problem arises: Let H = AG be a finite solvable group and k a field with chark \\A\. Let V be an irreducible, faithful, primitive k[.4G]-module. Suppose H contains a normal extraspecial r-subgroup R with Z(R) < Z(H) and that A acts faithfully on R . Under what conditions does A have a regular direct summand in
Let H = AG be a finite solvable group, where A is nilpotent, G is normal, and (|y4|, |G|) = 1. Let k be a field of characteristic not dividing \A\ and V a zc[//]-module. Assume that V is faithful and irreducible. The study of induced representations often leads to the following two questions.
( 1 ) (Regular Orbit Problem) Under what conditions does A have a regular orbit on F ? (2) (Regular Module Problem) Suppose that H contains a normal extraspecial r-group R < G, where Z(R) < Z(H) and A acts faithfully on R, and that V is primitive. Under what conditions does A have a regular direct summand in VI A discussion of the applications of answers to these questions is contained in [8] .
The Hall-Higman series of papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] considers these questions when A is wreath free. However, general results on minimal cases are given for the regular orbit problem in [1] and for the regular module problem in [2, 3] . General methods for reduction to minimal cases are studied in [5] . These results are used to study the regular orbit problem in [ 14] where a general solution is given for a nilpotent group A . Here we wish to begin the extension of these results to the regular module problem.
The regular module problem is always more difficult than the regular orbit problem because there are many more groups for which there is no regular direct summand and because these exceptional groups are far more complex. The Hall-Higman series [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] describes all the essential minimal exceptional groups in the case where G acts cyclically on R/Z(R). This paper extends these results to the case where the action of G on R/Z(R) is abelian.
The inductive reductions used in this paper allow one to reduce to minimal cases where the action of H on R/Z(R) is form primitive. Therefore, in this paper we are starting with the cases where G acts essentially as a cyclic group on R/Z(R). In future papers we will consider the cases starting where G acts essentially as an extraspecial group. These results are required for a general answer to the regular module problem.
The exceptional groups (i.e., those with no regular direct summand in V) all arise when certain interactions occur between the primes dividing \A\ and those dividing \G\. These may be explicitly excluded as is done in Shult [19] or implicitly excluded as in Turull [20] . We are attempting here to give methods for examining the exceptional cases excluded by these types of hypotheses. Our justification is that most of the interesting pathological behavior in representation theory occurs for the exceptional groups we are studying.
Because our rationale is to examine the pathology and because this pathology is plentiful, the computations are often elaborate and finicky. Wherever it seemed reasonable, we have suppressed the computations, indicating how they were done.
The main result is obtained through a sequence of reductions. We have isolated each of these reductions via a sequence of propositions. Thus, the hypotheses of each proposition are set to handle one particular reduction. The main theorem of this paper is:
Theorem. Suppose H = AMR, where R is a normal extraspecial r-subgroup for a prime r, 1 ^ M is a normal abelian subgroup of AM, A is nilpotent, and (\A\, \MR\) = (\M\, \R\) = 1. Assume that Z(R) < Z(H) and that R = R/Z(R) is a faithful irreducible AM-module. Let X ^ 1 be a complex linear character of Z(R) and V be a complex H-module lying over X. Then V\A contains a direct sum of three copies of the regular A-module unless:
( 1 ) M is cyclic, R is a form quasiprimitive module, and (A, M, R) is one of the exceptional groups (A, N, R) given in Theorem (3.13) .
(2) A isa 2-group and one of the following occurs:
(i) exp(M) = 3 and r = 3 • 2a ± 1 for some a, or (ii) exp(M) = 5 and either r -3 or r = 5 -2a ±1 for some a, or (iii) exp(M) divides (r -l)/2 and r = 2a -1 for some a, or (iv) exp(Ai) = 15 and r = 11. (3) @2'(A) is cyclic, both \@2>(A)\ and exp(M) divide (r + l)/2, and r = 2a + 1 for some a. (4) A is a p-groupfor an odd prime p, exp(M) = 2, and ra = 2 •pb -1 for some a and b.
For each exceptional conclusion there is at least one example H so that V does not contain three regular ,4-modules. This theorem is most useful in an inductive setup. For the inductive setup to work easily, it is necessary to know that V contains at least three regular ^4-direct summands (rather than just one).
We have divided this paper as follows. §1 is a compendium of notation. §2 sets up the notation for the canonical computations. §3 collects notation, definitions, and results from previous papers on this subject. We have found it necessary to extend some of these results in minor ways. §4 is devoted to tensor induction and the related reduction results we will need. §5 contains all the reduction steps mentioned earlier. Finally, in §6 we carefully give our hypotheses, the main theorem, and its proof.
Remarks and notation
All groups considered are finite and solvable. The following standard notation is used.
(1.1) (/(") = GxGx-xG (n factors). (1.2) C7A<G("> is defined by GA = {(g, g, ... , g): g £ G} .
(1.3) Sn is the symmetric group on n letters. ( 1.4) Let H < Sn . The wreath product G ~ H is defined as the semidirect product G{n)H with the action of h £ H on f £ G{n) given by fh(i) = f(h(i)),i= 1,2,...,«.
(1.5) G' always refers to the derived group of G. (1.6) G2 = {g £ G: g = x2 for some x £ G} . (1.7) 1g and po refer to the trivial and regular characters of C?, respectively. Also, if N < G, then every G/N-module (-character) can be viewed as a Gmodule (-character). In particular, pG/N is a G-character.
(1.8) Vx + V2 and Vx © V2 refer to the internal and external direct sums of Vx and V2, respectively. = (gy-Hl) V(l)) ® (8y-H2)vy-'(2)) ® ' ' ' ® (gy-t{n)Vy-*(n))-By x^ we mean the (G ~ S")-character of F(n). Notice that even if V is a faithful G-module, it is not necessarily true that F(") is a faithful (G ~ 5'")-module. For example, if V is faithful and irreducible and g £ G acts like -1 on F,then (g, g)(vx®v2) = (-vx)®(-v2) = (vx®v2) and (g, g) acts trivially on F(2).
Recall that for a group G the values of the regular (/-character are given by Pg(\) = \G\ and pc;(g) = 0 for g £ G* and that pG = Y,p(l)p, where the sum is over the irreducible characters p of G. Suppose F is a (7-module with character x ■ We will frequently want to show that x > nPG, and hence that V contains n copies of the regular G-module. One method of doing this is to show that (x, p)> np(\) for all irreducible characters p of G. Another method is to write x -nPG + ¥, where y/ is a sum of G-characters. While it may be difficult to find y/, it is easy to determine if it is correct. One merely evaluates npa + y/ for g £ G and compares the result to x(s) •
The module Vx and character xx
Throughout this section we will have G = AR a finite group with normal extraspecial r-subgroup R (r aprime) and Z(R) < Z(G). Then R = R/Z(R) is a vector space over the field GF(r) and A acts on R as automorphisms. We begin this section with a discussion of the ordinary characters of extraspecial groups and then consider extensions to groups with normal extraspecial subgroups. In particular, certain canonical character extensions will be defined and methods given for explicitly computing character values.
(2.1) Theorem [15, V.16.14] . If R is extraspecial of order r2n+x, then R has precisely the following irreducible characters:
(1) r2n linear characters, lifted from R -R/R' and (2) r -1 faithful characters of degree r" , which arise in the following way. Let M < R be a maximal abelian normal subgroup (of order rn+x) and X ^ 1 one of the r -1 distinct linear characters of Z(R). Then X has an extension p to M, with x = P\R irreducible of degree r" and x\z(R) = X(Y)X. This determines a one-to-one correspondence between the nontrivial Z(R)-characters and the nonlinear irreducible R-characters.
If X is a G-character with associated representation X, then det^ is the linear character defined by the determinant of X. That is, det x(g) = det X(g), g£G. where dim(R{x)) = 2« and W* = W\{(x)}.
When applying this theorem it is necessary to determine the dimensions of the modules Rc ■ The groups for which we will need to do this will satisfy the hypotheses of the following lemma. Proof. The proof is by mathematical induction on \x\. We can write R = Rx+R2+R3, where x acts like 1 on Rx = Cj(x), x acts like -1 on R2, and x2 is faithful on /?3. Now xz acts like -1 on Rx and like 1 on R2 = Cj(xz).
Since xz is conjugate to x, dim Cj(x) -dim Cj(xz). That is, dim/?i = dim/?2. Since by induction dim(Rx+R2) = dim C^(x2) = (dim/?)/|x2|, we have dim/?i = (dimR)/\x\ as desired.
Form quasiprimitive modules
In this section we first discuss induction of general form quasiprimitive modules. The theory parallels that of ordinary induction of primitive and quasiprimitive modules. We then look at VX(AMR) when R/Z(R) is a form quasiprimitive ^Ai-module.
(In [5, §7] these modules are called minimal.) We will especially investigate the situations in which xx(AMR)\a ^ Pa-* (3.1) Hypothesis. Let k be a finite field, G a group, and V a /c[G]-module.
Suppose g: V x V ->/cisa nonsingular symplectic form on V fixed by G.
We say V is form induced by U if there is a subgroup H of G and a nonsingular /c[Z/]-module U such that V ~ U\G and the distinct submodules among the xU, x £ G, are pairwise orthogonal. An irreducible module which is not form induced is said to be form primitive. We also need to define the notion of a form quasiprimitive module. . Then there is an identification so that AN < B and R is given by one of the examples (3.9), (3.10), (3.11), or (3.12) below. In these examples g is the symplectic form induced by the commutator on R. Further, if AN is nilpotent, then AN < B is given by either (3.9) or (3.10).
Let k = GF(r), k = GF(rm), and k = GF(r2m), and let Tr: k -k be the trace map.
(3.9) Example. B is cyclic of order rm + 1.
Let R = k+ and tp : e -> er™ , the automorphism of order 2 of k . Let B be the multiplicative subgroup of kx of order rm + I . Then B acts on R by multiplication. Choose p £ kx so that pf = -p (if r = 2, set p = 1) and for u,v £ R set g(u,v) = Tr(p(uv'p -uvv)).
(3.10) Example. B = Sx C, where S is semidihedral of order 2t+x, 2'\\rm-1, and N < C which is cyclic of odd order (rn +1 )/2, m = 2n , and r" = 1 mod 4.
Let R be a two-dimensional ¿-space with basis {ex, e2}. As a ¿-space we write matrices in the basis {ei ,e2} to represent linear (or semilinear) transfor- For /co an extension field of k, let ^ = 2?(ko/k) be the Galois group of ko over /<. Form the semidirect product ET(ko/k) = S/k^ . The additive group k£ is naturally a y(/co//c)-module with action (ox)(v) = (xv)a~' for o £ &, x £ k0x , and v £ k£. We use the group ^(k^/k) in Examples (3.11) and (3.12). . Let X ^ 1 tea /z'hear Z(R)-character and let VX(ANR) be the module of (2.2). T/ze« FAL4yVZ?) contains three copies of the regular A-module unless A < A, where A (= "A"), N, and R also satisfy Hypothesis (3.7) and we have one of the entries of Table   ( 3.14).
Remarks. When AN is nilpotent [2, 3.20] applies. When AN is as in Example (3.9), Xx\j = (1^1 -^)P¿ + (Pa~ ^ ' wnere ^ is a linear character. Since XÀÂ^t 3p? we must have |TV| = 2 or 3 and we obtain exceptions (1) and (2).
When AN is as in Example (3.10), then Xx\¿> \N\[(r" -l)/2'-1/2]/)-, where 2'_1||r"-1. Since |/V| > 3 and Xx\7it ^P? we must have r" -1 = 2'~x and we obtain exceptions (3) and (4). The remaining exceptions are obtained from the table of exceptions of [3, 4.28] , which applies when AN is not nilpotent. Here the conditions on \A\, \N\, and \R\ are a bit more stringent and so some of the exceptions to that theorem do not appear here. Also, each of the possibilities for A < A is listed separately there, while here only A is given.
The cases in which Vx(ANR)\-~-do not contain any regular /1-modules will lead to most of the difficulties which arise later. We will need to do explicit character computations in these cases. We now describe these groups explicitly and give the values of the characters Xx(ANR)\ ~. 
(8)
(H) #reg gives the number of regular A modules in VX(ANR). A is the group described in the indicated example.
(3.15) Theorem. Assume Hypothesis (3.7). Let Ao < A. Assume xx(¿NR)\Ao p Ao. Then Ao < A < A, where A, N, and R also satisfy Hypothesis (3.7)
and we have one of (1), (2), (3), or (4) below. Further, in each of these cases Xk(ANR)\2>\(P'A ntrf-
, where C is cyclic of odd order dividing (rml2 + l)/2, rml2 = 2s + 1, and (h2, hk) <A0. For x£ Â,
-r, x£hk(h2)U{j,-j}, -1, x£h(j,h2), 1, otherwise.
Xx(ANR)(x) = {
Remarks. Before proving the theorem we want to explicitly note some of the similarities between these characters. In all cases m is even. Also, 1 ^ \N\ divides rm/2 ± 1 and so rm/2 > 5. Notice that Xx(x) = ±rml2 iff x is a noncentral involution and that Xx(x) =1 for 1 / x £ (h2) = A'. These facts will be useful in §6.
Proof. Set Xx = Xx(ÂNR). Since Xx\a0 t Paq , clearly Xx\^t Pa and ^> 7V' and R are one of the entries (3) or (4), (10), (11), or (12) of Table ( 3.14) . We obtain the groups A using Examples (3.10) and (3.12). Let p be the 2-part of v . Then p £ (v) and \p\ = |z^|2. We then obtain the groups A using the following correspondences.
(1) Suppose next that x is a noncentral involution. Then R\/x^ = R/^+Ri^ , where by Lemma (2.4) both R^ = Cj(x) and R^) = [R, x] have dimension rm/2 _ nq^, rw/2 = j (mo(j 2) and so we can take e^ = 1. In (1), (2) , and (3) (rm/2 _ 1)/2 is even and so xx(x) = e{x)y{x)rm/2 = rm'2. In (4) (rm<2 -l)/2 is odd and so yw = -1 and Xx(x) = -rml2 .
All elements of the groups in (1), (3), and (4) fall into one of the two categories above. However, the group in (2) also contains elements x of order 4 for which (x) C\Z(A) -1. For these elements R\M -R^+R^+R^) and by (2.4) dim/?(x) = dimR^ = 1 and dim/?(1) = 2. Now since r = 3 and |Ä(i)| = 9=1 (mod 4) and (9 -l)/4 is even, we have e^) = y^ = 1. Also, \R(X)\ = 3=1 (mod 2) and (3-l)/2 is odd and so e^ = 1 while y^ = -1.
Using the character values, in each case a routine calculation shows that for every nonlinear irreducible ^-character p, (xx\p P) > ß(l)/2-Then Xx\â-a-PaiaM1-To complete the proof we must determine the subgroups B < A for which Xx\b it Pb , and the B 's for which Xx\b > Pb ■ We divide the subgroups B of A into three categories:
(1) (h2,hk)<B, (2) (h2, hk) i B(h2), and (3) (h2,hk)£B but (h2, hk) < B(h2).
In each case we explicitly give the required character decompositions. Again we show that xx\b > Pb always and so, as above, it suffices to consider only those groups B which are maximal with respect to the conditions given. Now h2n+xk £ B, some n. Since all such elements are conjugate we may assume hk £ B. Then h2 £ B. Since h2 £ B implies h2 £ (h4)B we may assume that B = (h4)B , i.e., h4 £ B. Now B'<BnÂ> = Bn (h2) = (h4) and so (h4 ,hk)<B and B < N¿((h4, hk)).
Case 3a. A = C x (h, k) is the group of ( 1 ).
Here B < N^((h4, hk)) = C x (h2, hk) and we may assume that B = Cx(h4, hk). Then Case 3b. Â is the group of (2), (3), or (4).
When A is the group of (2), set j = i2. Then, in all cases, B < NMh4, hk)) = (h2,hk,j) and B is either (h4,hk,h2j) or (h4, hk, j). Let e = rm/2 (mod 4) and set H = (h4).
Suppose first that B = (h2, hk, h2j). Set ç»i = pB/H{hk) and p_. = pBjH -PB/H(hk) ■ Then 
Tensor induced modules and characters
Tensor induction of modules is similar to ordinary induction. However, where in ordinary induction you take the direct sum of modules, here we take the tensor product. The analysis here is similar to that of [5, §2; 14, §3] .
Throughout this section we will have H a subgroup of a group G, k a field, U a /c[//]-module, and x the character of H on U. We wish to describe the action of G on V = U\®G and the character x\®G ■ Let T = {yx, y2, ... , y"} be a transversal for H in G. Set V = (yx <8> U) <g> (y2 <g> U) ® ■ ■ ■ <g> (yn ® U).
Here the tensor in (y¡®U) is over k [H] and the tensors between the (y,(2>i7)'s are over k . For g £ G, gy¡H = y ¡H, some j . Define a map g -» g from G into Sn , the symmetric group on zz letters, by g(i) = j iff gy¡H = y ¡H, or equivalently, iff yj ' gy¡ £ H. It is easily verified that this is a homomorphism. Define a map from G into //(n) = {(hx, h2, ... = Cvi ®F(g-x(l))ug-X{X)) + ---+ (yn®F(g-X(n))ug-X(n)).
In tensor induction the equation g(y¡®u) = yg(i)®yZ))gy¡u describes the affect of g on a factor in a tensor of U\®G. That is, for g £ G and v = (yx ®ux)®(y2®u2)®---®(y"®un) e U\®G, we have gv = (yx ® F(g-X(\))ug-X(x)) ®---®(y"® F(g~x(n))ug-¡{n)).
Let G be the image of G in Sn under the map g -► g. Define (tp) tp:G^H~G by tp(g) = gFg.
Straightforward computation shows that tp is a monomorphism. Recall that t/("' is an (H ~ G)-module with the following action. For (hx, ... ,hn) £ //(n), g e G, and ux®---®u"£ U(n),
That is, (hx, h2, ... , hn) acts componentwise and g moves the z'th factor to the g(i)th position. Define 
Clearly / is an isomorphism. From the computations above it is clear that for g £ G and v £ U\®G, I(gv) = tp(g)I(v). Let H0 = CH(U) and 77 = H/H0 . Now H(0n) < CH^g(UW) and l/M is naturally an (H ~ G)/H(0n

Then for g £ G and v £ U\®G, I(gv) = tp(g)I(v) = ~ip(g)I(v). Also, ktrlp < CG(U\®G) and so G/kerlp acts on U\®G as a subgroup of H ~ G acting on t/("). Further, tp(G) and lp(G) cover G.
Suppose now that U is in fact a G-module and that G = HCq(U) . Let V = U\H\®G. We explicitly describe p(G). Since G = HCG(U), we can choose the transversal T so that each y¡ £ CG(U). Let g £ G. Then g = y ¡h for some h £ H and some i. Then for u £ U, y^LgytU = gu = >>,7zzz = hu.
Then tp(g) = g(h,h,...,h) mod H{0n). So, q>(g) = g(h,h, ... ,h) e 77a xG .
Thus, we have (4.2) Lemma. Assume that U is a G-module and G = HCg(U) , and set V =
U\H\®G. Choose the transversal T so that T ç CG(U). Then lp: G -> 77a x G and so G/ kert^ acts on V as a subgroup of H x G acting on [/(").
We will in general be applying these lemmas when G is nilpotent and H < G of prime index p . We can then choose y £ G\H of //-power order and let T = {l,y,y2,...,yP~x}.
Then G = ((1 2-••//)) ~ Zp . Further, for ge<?p,(G), y8 = gy and so g = 1 and Fg = (g, g, ... , g). Then we have XlHl [S) \x(gp), EtH.
The inductive lemmas
The following very important proposition enables us to relate the presence of regular modules in VX(AMR)\A in the general case to what happens in the form quasiprimitive case.
(5.1) Proposition [5, 5.18] . Assume G = AMR satisfies Hypothesis (3.5). Set R = R/Z(R). By (3.6), R = R0\AM, where R0 is a form primitive A0M0-module, Ao < A and M0 < M. Then
where W is a linear AM-module.
When the module Vx(AoMoRo)\aq does not contain a regular module, we will have enough information to explicitly compute the character Xx(AMR)\A of the module VX(AMR)\A . We can then determine whether Xx(¿MR)\A > $Pa ■ When the module Vx(A0MoRo)\a0 does contain copies of the regular module, these can be used to obtain copies of the regular module in VX(AMR)\A W ® Vx(AoMoRo)\a0m(1\®am\a ■ The lemmas we will need to do this follow. In discussing why a module V = U\®G might contain regular G/CG(V)-modules, many modules arise and it is inconvenient to identify their centralizers. So we make the following definition.
(5.2) Definition. Let G be a group, V a G-module, and x the character of V. We say V contains zz regular * G-modules if it has a submodule isomorphic to the direct sum of n copies of the regular G/CG(F)-module. We denote the character of the regular * module by p*G and write x > nPG ■ When lp(G) < H ~ G, using various techniques, one can frequently obtain regular * G-modules even when U contains only one copy of the regular * Hmodule.
In [5, Theorem 4.4] one of us has shown that if U contains, but does not equal, the regular * //-module and G is Zp ~ Zp free for all primes p, then V contains, but does not equal, the regular* module. In fact, it is only the "top" of G that needs to be Zp ~ Zp free. With minor modifications of the proof one can obtain the following useful result. where the x 's are appropriately chosen (A, AoGo)-double coset representatives.
The main results
We now have the background needed to attack the main theorem. We first outline the general steps involved.
In this case, VX(AMR)\A m W ® Vx(AqMoRo)\®am\a , where W is a linear ^4-module, Ro/Z(R) is a form quasiprimitive ^oMrmodule, and 1 M q/Cm0(Ro) is cyclic. We may assume A0M0/CAom0(Ro) is one of the exceptional cases of Theorem (3.13). In these, Ao/CAo(Ro) is essentially a 2-group.
We first look at what happens when inducing through an odd prime dividing [A : Ao] and conclude that [A : Ao] must be a power of 2.
Next, if M0 < M, then Vx(A0MoRo)\®a°m\a0 is the tensor product of modules of the form Vx(AoMoRo)\ax\®A(1 > where Ax < Ao, so that these modules are investigated. We conclude that A/n = M.
Concluding the proof is then routine. In order to keep the proof conceptually manageable, we in essence isolate the major steps of the proof as separate theorems. Throughout, X ^ 1 is a linear Z(/?)-character and Vx and Xx are the module and character of (2.2). Proof. Set 1 = A/CA(R),_Ao = AoJCAo(R~o) -_A0Ca(R)/'C_A(R) < I,_and N = N/CN(R). Now CAo(R) < CAo(N) and so A0 acts on_zV. Then ^o^ = AoN/CAqN(R) and we may view Xx = Xx(ANR)\AoN asan ^oN-diaracter. We assume that Xx\a0\®b t ^P*b ■ Then °y (5-5)> Xx t 3/^0 and so Xx\j t lPjHence, by Theorem (3.13) there is a group A with A0 < A < A such that
Step 1. A, N, R,and Vx are one of the entries of Table (3.14).
Let C < B with A0 < C of index_//. Set V = Vx\Ao\®c , C = C/CC(V), and y/ = Xx\a0\®c , the character of C on V . By (5.5),
Step 2. y/ ^ 3/7^r.
Suppose XxYâ ^ Pa ■ Then °Y (5.8), either (i) A0 is a p-group or (ii) p = 3, l^3'(^o)| = 2, and xx\ä }t 2p-¿ . Inspecting entries of Table (3.14) we see that We modify the argument slightly to obtain
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and so Xx\a0\®a > p(mn ~ 2)(rn + l)/8 > /z(l). Thus, Xx\a0\®a > Pa , as desired.
The crucial facts used in the above proof were the descriptions of the character Xx\a when Xx\a it Pa and of the noncentral involutions in this situation. Using these facts and modifying the proof slightly we obtain the following. and we can write {x £ AZ2\Z(A): x2 = 1} = (E\A') U (F\G), where now E = (h2,hk)Z2, A' = (h2), G=(-l),and F ¿seither <-l)Z2 or (-\,j)Z2. For p an irreducible ^4Z2 -character, (Xx\a\*AZi , P) > \N\p(l)(r" -2)(r" + l)/8 > 3â nd ^aUI®'422 > 3//^ , as desired.
In Theorem (6.4) we looked at the module Vx(ANR)\Ao\®A , A0 < A, when R was a faithful ^TV-module. We now want to consider the general case. We are now ready to prove the main theorem. We phrase the hypotheses in a more general form than in the introduction. (In fact, they turn out to be equivalent.) 
